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This investigation delves into the ringdown signals produced by semiclassical stars, which are
ultra-compact, regular solutions of the Einstein equations incorporating stress-energy contributions
from quantum vacuum polarization. These stars exhibit an approximately Schwarzschild exterior
and an interior composed of a constant-density classical fluid and a cloud of vacuum polarization. By
adjusting their compactness and density, we can alter the internal structure of these stars without
modifying the exterior. This adaptability enables us to examine the sensitivity of the ringdown signal
to the innermost regions of the emitting object and to compare it with similar geometries that differ
substantially only at the core. Our results indicate that echo signals are intrinsically linked to the
presence of stable light rings and can be very sensitive to the internal structure of the emitting
object. This point was previously overlooked, either due to the imposition of reflective boundary
conditions at the stellar surface or due to the assumption of low curvature interior geometries.
Specifically, for stellar-sized semiclassical stars, we find that the interior travel time is sufficiently
prolonged to render the echoes effectively unobservable. These findings underscore the potential
efficacy of ultra-compact objects as black hole mimickers and emphasize that any phenomenological
constraints on such objects necessitate a detailed understanding of their specific properties and core
structure.

I. INTRODUCTION

One fundamental difference between the Newtonian and Einsteinian theories of gravity is the presence of upper
bounds for the compactness of spherical distributions of matter in hydrostatic equilibrium [1]. While, in Newton’s
theory, arbitrarily compact constant-density spheres are allowed [2, 3] (by compactness, we refer to the quotient
between the total mass and radius of the object), general relativity (GR) shows that the internal pressures of an
object are a source of gravity themselves. When these pressures are large enough, they start favoring collapse instead
of preventing it, establishing an upper bound for the compactness known as the Buchdahl limit [4]. This limit, in
combination with the stability bounds known for neutron stars [5–7], and other arguments [8–10], serve as theoretical
guidance suggesting GR black holes as the main candidates for explaining the presently observed massive and ultra-
compact objects [11–15]. Here, by ultra-compact, we mean endowed with a photon circular orbit.

Nonetheless, current observations still leave room for alternative explanations. In particular, in recent years a
considerable attention was devoted to the possibility of distinguishing GR black holes from the alternative regular,
singularity free ones predicted by several quantum gravity models [16–20]. Another possibility is that the observed
objects might be horizonless ultra-compact stars. This idea has been also extensively explored in recent years, leading
to the inception of the idea of exotic ultra-compact objects. Of course, were these objects of the stellar kind, the
material of which they are composed would necessarily violate the hypotheses behind the Buchdahl theorem. Hence,
some sort of new physics beyond classical GR is expected to be necessary for these objects to exists. Among the
potentially alternative models, one can cite gravastars [21], fuzzballs [22, 23], frozen stars [24], and others [25–27].

The gravitational signal coming from the coalescence of these compact objects presents potentially detectable
features. Indeed, they can exhibit a richer multipolar structure that would modify the inspiral signal at second post-
Newtonian order [28, 29], as well as non-zero Love numbers that enter the inspiral phase at fifth post-Newtonian order
[30, 31]. Furthermore, being horizonless, these objects present a potentially reflecting surface and an additional stable
light ring (see e.g. [32] and references therein), thus they are characterized by a different quasinormal mode (QNM)
spectrum and by the presence of echoes in the late-time ringdown signal [20, 33, 34].

In this work we investigate some (often) overlooked aspects related to the ringdown of exotic compact objects. In
particular, we study the sensitivity of the ringdown signal to the properties of their innermost regions. We present
results obtained both in frequency and time domain, highlighting the connection between long living QNMs associated
to the presence of a stable lightring — which in turn is also linked to possible presence non-linear instabilities [31, 34]
— and the echoes signal.

For this investigation we center the analysis on a particular family of static and spherically symmetric exotic
compact objects recently found within the framework of quantum field theory in curved spacetimes [35, 36]. These
so-called “semiclassical stars” are a well-motivated model of horizonless compact objects, as they do not require of any
new physics beyond quantum vacuum polarization. Such solutions are particular suitable for this analysis since they
exhibit an (approximately) Schwarzschild exterior together with a modified interior composed of a constant-density
classical fluid and the cloud of vacuum polarization generated by the star itself. By varying their classical density, it is
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possible to modify the interior metric without affecting the exterior, which has a clear effect in the QNM frequencies
and the echo waveform. Furthermore, as the compactness of the star is increased, quantum vacuum effects allow to
smoothly surpass the Buchdahl limit, opening a window towards studying the properties of exotic compact objects in
the black hole limit.

More specifically, the line element of these “semiclassical stars” has the form

ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + h(r)dr2 + r2dΩ2, (1)

where dΩ2 is the line element of the unit sphere and we define the compactness function as C(r) ≡ 2m(r)/r = 1− h(r)−1,
where m(r) is the so-called Misner-Sharp mass [37, 38]. In order to find a regular solution, the authors in [35, 36]
incorporated the renormalized stress-energy tensor (RSET) of massless scalar fields describing quantum vacuum
polarization — an effect expected to be present in any compact star [39–41] — to the Einstein equations, so that

Gµ
ν = 8π

(
Tµ

ν +M2
P⟨T̂µ

ν⟩
)
, (2)

where here and therein we have used geometric units c = G = 1 and thus h̄ =M2
P.

Eq. (2) takes into account that the physical vacuum of a static star corresponds to the Boulware vacuum [42] due
to quantum field theory (whereas the classical vacuum stress energy tensor would be simply zero). Note that the
classical SET of the star matter, which we take to be a constant-density fluid [43], and the RSET are conserved
independently; they only influence each other through their impact on the spacetime.

Noticeably, by taking equations (2) as a modified theory of gravity to find their self-consistent solutions, the
authors [35, 36] obtained a new type of star supported by an interior nucleus of negative energy density. When their
compactness is small, vacuum polarization contributes as a perturbative correction over the classical constant-density
solution. However, as compactness approaches the Buchdahl limit CR = 2M/R = 8/9 (here M is the ADM mass
and R the total radius of the star), which the Schwarzschild star saturates [4], the RSET grows in magnitude and
modifies the interior structure. As a consequence, semiclassical stars were found to not exhibit an upper bound to
their compactness, but rather to be able to exist also for the compactness range 8/9 < CR < 1. Thus they can serve
as a well-motivated black hole mimicker worth bringing under phenomenological scrutiny.

A distinctive observational feature that only emerges in ultra-compact horizonless objects is the presence of
gravitational-wave echoes. Stars with CR > 2/3 develop outer and inner light rings, which correspond to the pres-
ence of unstable and stable circular photon orbits, respectively [32, 44, 45]. When the system is perturbed and the
light-crossing time between the two light rings is large enough, echoes can be individually resolved in the late-time
waveform associated to matter fields. In frequency domain, the signal can also be studied via a complementary
analysis involving the QNMs of the system. Since the time delay between echoes and the associated QNMs are both
sensitive to the interior properties of the star [44, 46], echo detection [47] could constitute not only a direct observation
of horizonless objects more compact than neutron stars, but also a way to extract details about their interior physical
properties.

Two additional comments are pertinent at this stage. The first comment is related to the presence of an additional
scale, MP, in the semiclassical equations (2). The introduction of quantum effects breaks the scale invariance of the
Schwarzschild interior solution, meaning that the time delay between echoes (and the quasi-normal mode frequencies
themselves) does not increase linearly with M as the scale separation between M and MP increases. This has clear
implications on the detectability of echoes which, as we will show, would become extremely delayed for semiclassical
stars surpassing the Buchdahl limit.

The second comment is related to r = 0, where absence of curvature singularities implies the metric functions must
obey the expansions

h = 1 + h2r
2 +O

(
r3
)
, f = f0 + f2r

2 +O
(
r3
)
. (3)

We will say that the core of the star is “de-Sitter-like” (dSl) if h2 < 0 and f2 > 0 and “anti-de-Sitter-like” (AdSl)
if h2 > 0 and f2 < 0 (the cores are only strict de-Sitter or anti-de-Sitter only if f = h−1), or “mixed” otherwise.
The characteristics of the central core are relevant for echo detection since, in stars with f0 ≪ f(R) = 1− 2M/R, the
dominant contribution to echo delay comes from a neighbourhood of r = 0. This property was observed in constant-
density solutions [48] and is preserved in their semiclassical version. Consequently, modifications of the metric in the
central regions of the star (for example, changing from an AdSl to a dSl core) have phenomenological consequences.
Since the central regions of extremely compact objects would be an adequate place where to search for new physics
beyond semiclassical gravity, it is reasonable to think of gravitational-wave echoes as messengers carrying information
about the quantum-gravitational regime.

In this article, we present a primer on the phenomenology of semiclassical stars. Although our analysis is clearly
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model-dependent, the wide range of compactness values and the diversity of interior structures displayed by the
semiclassical star model (allowing for AdSl and mixed cores) allows to address more general physical questions about
the phenomenology of exotic compact objects. In Sec. II we present the classical, uniform-density solution together
with its semiclassical counterpart. In Sec. III we analyze the propagation of spin 2 test fields perturbations, showing
the qualitative differences that arise as the star is made more compact. Complementarily, we obtain the fundamental
frequencies of the quasinormal modes (QNMs) of these stars and their scaling with the compactness in Sec. IV. In
Sec. V we detail how modifications in the central regions of these stars affects both the delay between echoes and
the QNM frequencies. We furthermore discuss about the strong connection between the presence of echoes in the
time domain and of long-living modes in the frequency domain and we comment on how both phenomena suggest the
necessity of taking into account non-linear effects. We conclude with some further comments in Sec. VI.

II. THE SEMICLASSICAL STAR MODEL

The existence of upper compactness bounds in stars, as well as their specific values, depends on the properties and
equation of state obeyed by the fluid [49–52]. The simplest stellar model, or constant-density star [43], saturates the
hypotheses of the Buchdahl theorem and its compactness is bounded from above by CR < 8/9. For clarity, we briefly
review the model here.

The stress-energy tensor (SET) of the star is modeled as an isotropic perfect fluid

Tµ
ν = (ρ+ p)uµuν + pδµν , (4)

with p and ρ denoting the pressures and energy density measured by an observer comoving with the fluid with
4-velocity uµ. Assuming a metric of the form (1) the covariant conservation of the SET (4) implies

∇µT
µ
r = p′ +

f ′

2f
(ρ+ p) = 0. (5)

If we assume a uniform energy density fluid

ρ(r) ≡ ρ = const, (6)

we can solve Eqs. (2) with MP = 0 and seek for a metric matching the Schwarzschild one at the star surface r = R.
Such interior metric can be found to be

ds2 =− 1

4

(
3
√
1− CR −

√
1− r2CR/R2

)2
dt2

+
(
1− r2CR/R

2
)−1

dr2 + r2dΩ2. (7)

It is straightforward to check from the above equation that f = 0 at r = 0 for CR = 8/9. By means of the conservation
relation (5) which, for constant-density fluid, can be integrated to

p = ρ

(√
f(R)

f(r)
− 1

)
, (8)

this translates into a diverging pressure at the center, which is tantamount to say that for this solution, any finite
pressure will not be able to support the star beyond the CR = 8/9 compactness. This is, in a nutshell, the so called
Buchdahl’s limit.

In what follows, while still assuming the equation of state (6) for the classical fluid, we shall be interested in
solving the full semiclassical Eqs. (2) incorporating the RSET as an additional matter source. Obtaining the RSET
in spherically symmetric spacetimes is a complicated procedure requiring, beyond renormalization, also an accurate
numerical computation for the modes in which the quantum field is decomposed. While efforts have been devoted to
calculating RSETs in black hole spacetimes [53–56], this computation is yet to be attained in stellar spacetimes if not
via analytical approximations. While exact RSETs can be found numerically, this still hinders a proper treatment of
their backreaction on the classical geometry [57].

Following this motivation, in [36] a novel approximation — particularly adapted to stellar spacetimes — for the
RSET of massless minimally coupled scalar fields was developed. Remarkably, within such framework semiclassically
stable star were found. Here, we omit the technical details, as they can be easily found in the original publication,
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and just present the form of the tt and rr components of the so obtained semiclassical stellar equations (2)

h′

h
=− h− 1

r
+ 8πrhρ+

M2
P

48πr

{
− 83

20r2h
+

1

15r2
(
105 + 136πr2ρ+ 504πr2p

)
− h

30r2
[
63 + 1054πr2ρ+ 7488π2r4ρ2 + 49πr2

(
53 + 940πr2ρ

)
p+ 56832π2r4p2

]
− h2

15r2
(
1 + 8πr2p

)2 (
3− 616πr2ρ− 1080πr2p

)
− 11h3

20r2
(
1 + 8πr2p

)4
+8π (ρ+ p) log

[
λ2f

] [
−1 + h

(
1 + 2πr2ρ+ 26πr2p

)
− h2

(
1 + 8πr2p

)2]}
, (9)

f ′

f
=
h− 1

r
+ 8πrhp+

M2
P

48πr

{
− 5

4r2h
+

1

15r2
(
21− 108πr2ρ− 764πr2p

)
+

h

30r2
[
23− 4πr2ρ

(
3 + 20πr2ρ

)
+ 320πr2

(
5− 12πr2ρ

)
+ 11904π2r4p2

]
− h2

15r2
(
1 + 8πr2p

)2 (
11− 180πr2ρ− 228πr2p

)
− 11h3

60r2
(
1 + 8πr2p

)4
+4π (ρ+ p) log

[
λ2f

] [11
3

− h

3

(
3 + 12πr2ρ+ 20πr2p

)
− h2

(
1 + 8πr2p

)2]}
, (10)

where λ is an arbitrary parameter, introduced by the renormalization prescription, which was implicitly defined as

log
[
λ2f(R)

]
=
h(R)

[
15h(R)− 40πR2ρ− 6

]
− 9

h(R) [5h(R) + 24πR2ρ+ 6]− 11
(11)

so to allow for a smooth matching between the interior and exterior solutions [36].
A quick glance at the above equations shows that the right-hand sides of Eqs. (9, 10) contain corrections proportional

to M2
P that qualitatively estimate quantum vacuum polarization effects. For stars of small compactness, for which

p≪ ρ, semiclassical effects amount to a perturbative correction over the classical solution. However, when compactness
approaches the Buchdahl limit, in which p≫ ρ, terms ∝ p4 in (9, 10) overcome their O

(
M2

P

)
suppression, modifying

the stellar solutions in a non-perturbative way and allowing to surpass the Buchdahl limit.
Eqs. (9, 10) reduce to their counterparts in vacuum by taking p = ρ = 0. At sufficiently large distances, the metric

obeys the expansions

f = 1− 2M

r
+
M2

PM
2

90πr4
+O

(
M2

PM
3

r5

)
,

h =

[
1− 2M

r
− M2

PM
2

6πr4
+O

(
M2

PM
3

r5

)]−1

. (12)

Notice that the semiclassical solution is asymptotically flat because we are evaluating the RSET in the Boulware state,
which reduces to the Minkowski vacuum in the asymptotic regions. With these boundary conditions, the vacuum
equations are integrated (assuming M > 0) from a sufficiently large fiducial radius until some radius R > 2M where
the surface of the star is placed. Then, starting from r = R, Eqs. (9, 10) are integrated inwards with the boundary
conditions

f = f(R), h = h(R), p|r=R = 0, ρ = const = ρ0, (13)

where the value of ρ0 compatible with a regular metric must be found numerically [36]. The surface compactness of
the star is given by CR = 1− h(R)−1 and can take values in the interval CR ∈ (0, 1).

Not all values of ρ0 are compatible with a regular metric: numerical explorations reveal that for any CR < 1
there exists a critical density ρ0 = ρc that corresponds to the regular solution with smallest ρ0. For ρ0 < ρc we
find solutions with naked curvature singularities, whereas for ρ0 ⩾ ρc we obtain fully regular spacetimes. Since the
space of parameters is large, we have summarized these cases in Table II. In the following sections, our analyses will
be restricted to critical stars (ρ0 = ρc), which display a core of the AdSl type. The phenomenology associated to
super-critical stars (ρ0 > ρc), which have cores of the mixed type instead, will be explored in Section V.
Figure 1 shows the metric functions of a critical semiclassical star with M/MP = 10 and CR = 0.98, far surpassing

the Buchdahl limit. Note that, in this work, we take stars of such small sizes to simplify numerical analyses. Nonethe-
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Table I. Table depicting the various families of semiclassical stars, depending on their energy density ρ0 and their surface
compactness CR. The grey cells correspond to singular solutions. In dark blue (critical solutions), we have regular stars with
an AdSl core, while in light blue (super-critical solutions) we find stars with mixed cores. In both cases the solutions can
approach the black hole limit arbitrarily.

less, we checked that the interior properties of semiclassical stars do not suffer any qualitative modification for larger
M/MP ratios. Therefore, we can safely extrapolate the conclusions of this study to stars of astrophysical size.
As compactness is increased beyond CR = 8/9, the mass function inside the stars solutions becomes increasingly

negative. This effect is a direct consequence of the negative energy densities generated by the RSET, which grow in
negativity as central pressures increase. All in all, semiclassical stars are a well-motivated extension of constant-density
stars beyond their maximum compactness bound. Once vacuum polarization effects allow the Buchdahl threshold to
be surpassed, we find no further compactness limits. In the upcoming sections we will explore the phenomenology
associated to the propagation of test fields on these stars.

10 20 30 40

15

10

5

Figure 1. Numerical solution of a critical semiclassical star with CR = 0.98, M/MP = 10, ρ = ρc ≃ 0.00112M−2
P . The blue

curve is the compactness function CR = 1− h(r)−1 and the red curve corresponds to log f(r). The stellar geometry is regular
at r = 0, its surface is located at R ≈ 20.42MP, and the spacetime for r > R is very close to the Schwarzschild solution. The
distinctive features of semiclassical stars are their negative mass interiors (recall that CR = 2m(r)/r) and their monotonously
decreasing f(r), which produces large redshifts on outgoing null rays.

III. CRITICAL SOLUTIONS: TIME DOMAIN ANALYSIS

In this section we study the time evolution of a test field in the spacetime described in Section II. Since we are using
a test-field approximation, we are neglecting any coupling between our perturbation field and the perturbations of
the matter present in our spacetime. For uniform density stars in GR, the axial matter perturbations vanish [58–60],
this means that test-field perturbations with s = 2 describe accurately the axial sector of gravitational waves. Since
for compactness CR < 8/9 semiclassical corrections are perturbative, we expect the test field limit to be a good
approximation also in the semiclassical case. For stars with CR > 8/9 instead, the RSET is non-negligible and the
coupling between its perturbations and our field perturbation could lead to non-negligible corrections. Unfortunately,
it is not possible at the moment to investigate this further since our RSET approximation corresponds to a vacuum-
expectation value obtained under the assumptions of staticity and spherical symmetry, and is thus not adequate
in time-dependent or non-spherical situations. However, we expect that our qualitative conclusions about test-field
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Figure 2. Potential of the test-field equation for s = l = 2 and compactness CR = 0.98. The inset is a zoom on the discontinuity
of the potential at the star’s surface. The finite jump in the potential indicates the position of the star surface. Such discontinuity
is linked with the finite jump in ρ at the surface, and poses no problem for the numerical evolution of test fields.

perturbations will be valid also for the true coupled gravitational fields.
Because of the spherical symmetry, we can decompose the field into the radial part and angular part, the latter

being expressed in terms of spherical harmonics. Then the equation for the radial part of scalar, electromagnetic and
gravitational test-field perturbations is [61, 62]:

∂2ψ

∂t2
− d2ψs

dr2∗
+ Vsψs = 0 , (14)

where the tortoise coordinate r∗ is defined as

dr∗ =

√
h

f
dr, (15)

and s is the spin of the test-field, l is the harmonic index and the potential reads

V (r) =
f(r)s(s− 1)

r2h(r)
+
f(r)(l(l + 1)− s(s− 1))

r2
+

(s− 1)(h′(r)f(r)− h(r)f ′(r)

2rh(r)2
(16)

The shape of V (r) is reported in Fig. 2 for a reference value of the compactness. We solved Eq. (14) using a fourth-
order Runge–Kutta integrator and computing spatial derivatives with finite-difference approximation of second-order
in accuracy. In the numerical simulation reported in this section we always consider an l = 2 quadrupolar mode and
we use as initial condition for ψ a Gaussian pulse:

ψ(r, 0) = ψ0 exp

(
− (r∗ − rc∗)

2

2σ2

)
, (17)

∂ψ(r, 0)

∂t
= −ψ0

(r∗ − rc∗)

σ2
exp

(
− (r∗ − rc∗)

2

2σ2

)
, (18)

with central value rc∗ = r∗(r
c) = r∗(250M) and width σ = 2M ; different initial values lead to similar results. The

pulse is initially centered outside the peak of the potential V (r), and moves inwards.

A. Time delay between echoes

For sufficiently compact semiclassical stars, as for every other ultra-compact object with an exterior region well-
approximated by (or exactly described by) the Schwarzschild metric, the signal in time domain is given by an initial
response pulse that is very similar (or identical) to the one expected from Schwarschild black holes followed by a series
of smaller packets usually called echoes [63, 64]. The distance between these echoes is given by the light-crossing time
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between the potential peak and the reflective boundary. In some simplified models, the perturbation is assumed to be
reflected at the surface of the object, leading to a logarithmic dependence of the light-crossing time (aka time-delay)
with C−1

R −1 [25]. However, a complete reflection of gravitational waves at the surface is not realistic and one expects
instead that the perturbation (or a part of it) can travel through the interior of the object. In spherical symmetry,
this translates into a reflective boundary condition at the center r = 0.
In this case the full formula for the time delay between echoes (assuming a Schwarzschild exterior) reads [16]

Techo = 2M−4M(C−1
R − 1)− 4M ln

[
2
(
C−1

R − 1
)]

+ Tint , (19)

where the first three terms on the r.h.s. are associated to the travelling time between the surface and the light ring
while Tint is the travelling time to cross the star. Normally such time has been neglected in the extant literature
assuming a low curvature interior. However this is not the case for our semiclassical solutions where indeed in the
interior a very large (but finite) time delay is suffered by exiting waves. This can be easily seen by a direct calculation
using the modified geometry.

The light-crossing time a light ray emanating from the photon sphere and getting reflected at r = 0 needs to reach
the photon sphere back is

τph = 2

∫ rph

0

√
h

f
dr (20)

When f(0) ≪ f(R) and f decreases monotonically towards the center, the dominant contribution to the crossing
time comes from the large time delays suffered by light rays at the innermost regions of the star. This implies that
the logarithmic dependence of the crossing time on C−1

R − 1 (that came exclusively from the exterior of the object)
becomes a sub-leading contribution.

The magnitude of the time delay for the semiclassical star model depends on both the compactness CR and the ratio
M/MP between the mass of the object and the Planck mass MP, which enters the solution through the renormalized
stress-energy tensor. Semiclassical corrections introduce a new length scale that spoils the scale invariance of the
classical solution.

0.85 0.90 0.95 1.00

50

100

150

Figure 3. Crossing time in terms of the compactness for the classical constant density star (purple line) and semiclassical stars
with M/MP = {10, 5, 1} (blue lines from top to bottom, respectively). Semiclassical solutions are not scale invariant. The
origin of the plateau reached by the light crossing time for sufficiently high compactness is discussed in the text.

Figure 3 displays the qualitative dependency of the crossing time on both compactness and scale separation.
Regarding the dependency on the compactness, we observe an initial growth of the crossing time with CR until a
maximum value is reached, followed by a subsequent decrease. This behaviour is caused by the decrease of values
of the functions h and f in the stellar interior as CR increases. We can associate decreases in f with larger time
delays, while decreases in h can be linked to a shrinking of the proper volume. These effects are perceived by null
rays and compensate themselves causing, beyond certain CR > 8/9 value, a decrease of the crossing time with the
compactness.

Regarding the dependency on scale separation between the ADM mass and the Planck mass, for the realistic case
of a stellar mass object, M/MP ≫ 1, we see that for low values of the compactness, CR < 8/9, the quantity τph/R
approaches the classical solution value and is hence basically independent on M/MP. For very compact objects,
CR > 8/9, the crossing time τph/R grows instead linearly with M/MP. In between both regimes lies the separatrix
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CR = 8/9, for which τph/R ∝ (M/MP)
α
, with α ∈ (0, 1). These scalings are valid for all the three cases of sub-critical,

critical and super-critical density. This scaling of the crossing time, as we will see below, has crucial implications for
the observability of the echo signal.

Figure 4 shows three numerical integrations of Eq. (14) for stars with the same M/MP and increasing compactness,
all of them exhibiting an outer light ring and leading, therefore, to an initial black hole-like response followed by
a sequence of echoes. As it is customary for exotic compact objects, time delay between echoes grows with the
compactness (although this is not always true, see Fig. 3), and they become clearly identifiable as isolated events
when the star is super-Buchdahl. After the initial black-hole like response, the subsequent echoes would suffer such
a large time delay that would make them essentially impossible to identify as part of the original signal [48], at least
for super-Buchdahl objects with masses much larger than the Planck mass.

Of course this is a feature of this particular model of semiclassical stars, already in the same semiclassical set-up it
is possible to construct different models starting from classical matter fluids obeying other, more realistic equations
of state instead of using the simple constant density profile. It is not clear yet if this particular scaling of the time
delay found here will be shared by other models.

IV. CRITICAL SOLUTIONS: FREQUENCY DOMAIN ANALYSIS

We shall now move to study the same s = 2 test-field perturbations in the frequency domain. This means that we
will solve Eq. (14) assuming an ansatz of the form

ψ(t, r) = eiωtϕ(r), (21)

where ϕ obeys the boundary conditions

ϕ ≃ eiωr, r → ∞,

ϕ ≃ r1+l, r → 0. (22)

Quasi-normal mode frequencies correspond to the frequency values ω = ωR + iωI for which the solution ϕ satisfies
both boundary conditions simultaneously.

Numerous methods have been developed for obtaining the quasinormal modes of black hole and stellar spacetimes
(see [65, 66] and references therein), whose utility depends on the details of the system under consideration. Here,
we implement the direct calculation developed by Chandrasekhar and Detweiler [67]. While its implementation is
straightforward, this method suffers from instabilities that originate from a large sensitivity in the solution to the radius
where the ingoing boundary conditions are imposed [68]. Despite its limitations, it is possible to generate reliable
and precise results for the axial QNMs of semiclassical stars and to compare them with their classical counterparts.
Throughout this section we take M/MP = 1.

For what regards the boundary conditions at large r, let us remember that our metric is characterized by the
asymptotic behaviour set by the expansions (12). Henceforth, for the ingoing mode we have assumed an asymptotic
series solution of the form

ϕ = eiωr
( r

2M
− 1
)2Miω ∞∑

n=0

cn
rn
, (23)

and solved for the cn coefficients order by order, so obtaining

c1 =
l (1 + l) i

2ω
c0,

c2 =
(1− l) l (1 + l) (2 + l) + 12Miω

8ω2
c0, (24)

as the lowest-order coefficients, with c0 = 1.

At small r, the metric obeys instead the expansions (3) and we can then find the following series solution for the
outgoing mode

ϕ = rl
∞∑

m=1

dmr
m, (25)
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Figure 4. Signal received by an observer at r = 250M outside a semiclassical star with M/MP = 10 for different values
of the compactness CR. The initial signal is a Gaussian pulse centered outside the potential peak. We observe an initial
Schwarzschild-like signal associated to the peak of the potential followed by a series of echoes, whose separation increases with
the compactness.
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Figure 5. Real part of the QNM frequencies in terms of the compactness for the classical and semiclassical models (brown and
red, respectively). The classical frequencies approach 0 in the Buchdahl limit, while the semiclassical ones have finite values in
all the range CR < 1. We have taken M = MP = 1.
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Figure 6. Logarithm of the imaginary part of the QNM frequencies in terms of the compactness for the classical and semiclassical
models (green and blue, respectively). The classical frequencies approach 0 in the Buchdahl limit, while the semiclassical ones
have finite values in all the range CR < 1. The presence of small imaginary part is indicative of long-lived modes and
potential non-linear instabilities [20]. Notice the similarity in behaviour with respect to the real parts in Fig. 5. We have taken
M = MP = 1.

where, for the lowest-order terms, we obtain

d2 = 0, d3 = −ω
2 + (f2 − f0h2l) (2 + l)

2f0 (3 + 2l)
d1,

d4 = −−3f3 + f0h3 (1 + 2l)

12f0
d1, (26)

with d1 = 1.

Using these boundary conditions, we shift the value of ω until we find the one that guarantees a vanishing of the
Wronskian between the ingoing and outgoing modes at some radius Rm > R. In this way, we obtained the fundamental
frequency of the l = 2 mode and observed how its value changes with the compactness. Figures 5 and 6 show the real
part and the logarithm of the imaginary part of the fundamental QNM frequency, respectively. The corresponding
values of the classical, constant density solution are shown for comparison. We have tested our method comparing
with the results in [59] for constant density stars. For classical stars, we observe a drop in the accuracy of the method
as we approach the Buchdahl limit, but the values for the QNM frequencies of the last two points shown in Figs. 5
and 6 are nonetheless accurate within one order of magnitude. For semiclassical stars, the QNM frequency values
obtained are accurate at least to three decimal places under changes in the matching radius Rm in the entire range
of compactness values explored.
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It is easy to see that the QNM frequencies of the classical and semiclassical solutions are characterized by quite
distinct behaviours. In the first case, both ωR and ωI tend to 0 in the Buchdahl limit. This behaviour is associated
to the divergence of the crossing time in this limit, which produces an infinite time delay between echoes [48]. In the
semiclassical solution, however, the QNM frequencies start departing from their classical counterparts as the Buchdahl
limit is approached, since in proximity of such limit semiclassical effects become relevant. As discussed, the latter
also lead to a breakdown of scale invariance introducing a dependence of the frequencies on M/MP. Finally, let us
notice that between the Buchdahl and the black hole limits, axial QNM frequencies reach a plateau, not increasing
significantly. We have not explored what happens in the CR → 1 limit since the features of the solutions in this
regime rely strongly on the details of the approximation adopted for the RSET.

V. SENSITIVITY TO THE INTERNAL PROPERTIES OF COMPACT OBJECTS

Phenomenological studies of black hole mimickers spacetimes attempt to be agnostic about the interior properties
of such objects by imposing a (partial or total) reflective boundary condition at their surface [69–71]. This restricts
echoes and, in general, the ringdown signal, to be only probes of the spacetime geometry between the surface and
the light ring. However, it is clear that a more physical scenario would allow for perturbations to travel through the
entire object, and consequently to carry out information about its internal structure. For a spherically symmetric
space-time this assumption would translate into reflective boundary conditions being imposed at the center of the
object rather than at its surface. Remarkably, by doing so, the ringdown signal becomes also a probe of the innermost
regions where quantum effects are expected to be stronger.

In this section we compare the phenomenology of compact objects with the same exterior spacetime but different
central regions, showing that echoes and QNMs are indeed sensitive to the internal structure and hence indirectly to
the quantum effects avoiding singular behaviours at the object core. As particular examples, we take a sub-family of
semiclassical stars with increasing classical energy density and the Dymnikova metric.

A. Super-critical semiclassical stars

For a star of a given mass M and compactness CR, the semiclassical stellar equations (9, 10) allow to freely adjust
the value of the classical density ρ0. In previous sections, all our considerations have been restricted to critical
solutions, i.e., those with ρ0 = ρc (see Table II), for which the central pressure is a global maximum and the region
near r = 0 is of the AdSl type. By taking ρ0 > ρc, we can generate regular stellar solutions of the same mass and
compactness, but whose central pressure has a local minimum at the center, this feature being reproduced by cores
of the dSl type.

Figures 7 and 8 show respectively the interior metric function f(r) and C(r) = 1− h(r)−1 for several super-critical
solutions. Note that all super-critical solutions have an identical vacuum exterior and only differ in their interior
properties.

Figure 7. Logarithm of the redshift function f in terms of the radius for stars with M = MP = 1 and CR = 0.99 . The dashed
line denotes the critical solution with ρc ≃ 0.055M−2

P . From darker to lighter shades, the curves correspond to super-critical
solutions with ρ0/ρc = {1.001, 1.004, 1.015, 1.04, 1.1, 1.25, 1.6}. Increasing ρ0 diminishes the redshift suffered by light rays at
the center appreciably.

Although there is no change in the position of the outer light ring, the modification of the stellar interior affects
the crossing time (hence the time delay between echoes) as well as the QNM frequencies. Particularly, the crossing
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Figure 8. Compactness function C in terms of the radius for stars with M = MP = 1 and CR = 0.99. The dashed line denotes
the critical solution with ρc ≃ 0.055M−2

P . From darker to lighter shades, the curves correspond to super-critical solutions with
ρ0/ρc = {1.001, 1.004, 1.015, 1.04, 1.1, 1.25, 1.6}. Increasing ρ0 generates a deeper and broader negative mass interior.

time diminishes as ρ0 increases (Fig. 9), while the QNM frequencies increase (Figs. 10 and 11).
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Figure 9. Light-crossing time in terms of the density of super-critical solutions with M = MP = 1 and CR = 0.99. As the star
becomes super-critical, the crossing time decreases appreciably. This behaviour affects the QNM frequencies, increasing their
values with ρ (see Figs. 10 and 11).
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Figure 10. Real part of the l = 2 fundamental QNM frequencies for super-critical solutions with M = MP = 1 and CR = 0.99.
The frequency values increase with ρ, similarly to the logarithm of the complex part of the QNM frequency and the inverse of
the crossing time (see Figs. 11 and 9)

Indeed, inserting expansions (3) in the potential (16) for s = 2, l = 2, we have

V =
6f0
r2

+O(r)
0
, (27)

hence different densities correspond to different values of f0, meaning changes in the slopes of the centrifugal barrier
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Figure 11. Logarithm of the complex part part of the l = 2 fundamental QNM frequencies for super-critical solutions with
M = MP = 1 and CR = 0.99. The frequency values increase with ρ in a tendency very similar to the real part of the frequency
and the inverse of the crossing time (see Figs. 10 and 9).

at r = 0 that, as we see in Fig. 12, affect the phase of the echoes and cause a slightly different modulation of their
amplitude with time.

B. Dymnikova’s model

The Dymnikova metric was originally proposed as a regular black hole candidate [72, 73]. However, it was recently
realized that, for any regular black hole metric, a corresponding horizonless counterpart can be obtained for a suf-
ficiently large value of the singularity-regularization scale ℓ. While we could assume the latter to be of the order of
the Planck mass, it is not constrained to be so, and actually quite larger values have been considered in the extant
literature. Note however that, for this model, the range of possible scale separations between M and ℓ is limited.
Indeed, as anticipated, if ℓ/M is too small the object presents a pair of horizons (as it is indeed a regular black hole),
and if ℓ/M is too big the object has no light rings. For this reason the range of parameters for which echoes appear
is restricted.

More specifically, for such model the line element has the same form of Eq. 1 with

h(r) = 1/f(r) , f(r) = 1− 2m(r)

r
, and m(r) =M

[
1− exp

(
− r3

2Mℓ2

)]
. (28)

The exterior solution of the Dymnikova’s model closely resembles the one of our semiclassical model. Both models
have nearly the same outer light ring and innermost stable circular orbit positions, and the potential for test-field
perturbations shares the same shape from the neighborhood of the light ring to infinity. However, the interior region
is quite different. Near the center, Dymnikova’s metric exhibits a strictly de-Sitter core and the potential for test-field
perturbations has a different shape (w.r.t. the semiclassical star) especially near r = 0 (see Eq. (27)).

As a further tests of the sensitivity of echos to the internal structure of the ultra-compact star we can compare the
Dymnikova model with semiclassical star solutions characterized by the same light-crossing time between the unstable
light ring and the center, i.e. having by construction the same time delay between echoes. Nonetheless, as shown in
Fig. 12, one can see that the time-domain signal coming from stars with different densities presents some differences
within them and with Dymnikova’s model. Indeed, signals coming from different models present slightly different
modulations in amplitude and very different phases that are due, mainly, to the discrepancies in their potential barrier
near r = 0.

We therefore conclude that black hole mimickers spacetimes with similar exterior geometry, i.e. nearly sharing the
same position for the external light ring, but differing in their interior properties will still produce different ringdown
signals. Indeed, this realization can be seen as the ultra-compact star analogue of the even more striking one that
regularizations of black hole cores lead to solutions which generically have (even if possibly just slightly) different
exteriors w.r.t. the singular solutions of GR (at least modulo nonphysical ad hoc constructions).
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Figure 12. Comparison between signals received by an observer at r = 250M outside objects with similar exterior spacetime
but different central region and M/MP = 10. The initial signal is a gaussian pulse centered outside the potential peak. The
Dymnikova model with ℓ = 1.15M is compared with semiclassical stars with critical density ρc in the upper panel and with
super-critical density ρ = 1.026679ρc in the bottom panel. In both cases we can note a slight difference in the modulation of
the amplitude and a different phase between the two signals. This is due to the slightly different trend of the potential in the
region near r = 0.

C. Echoes and the stable lightring

We have observed that the waveform of echoes strongly depends on the internal structure of the object. This
is because this part of the signal is associated with the slow leakage of perturbations from the region between the
unstable light ring and the central centrifugal barrier (where a stable light ring must always be present [32, 74]). This
same process leads to the appearance of long-living modes in the QNM spectrum, which are considered indicative
of non-linear instabilities [74, 75]. These instabilities appear to be confirmed in some specific models by numerical
simulations [76].

Typically, these concerns are not associated with the presence of echoes in the signal. However, it is worth stressing
that echoes are the time-domain counterpart of the aforementioned long-living modes and can indeed be reconstructed
using the first few overtones [77], with the late-time part of the echo signal being dominated by the fundamental modes.
Therefore, it is not surprising that a careful analysis of the echo scenario also leads to the conclusion that non-linear
effects and backreaction must play an important role [34, 78].

It is important to note that the long-living modes forming the echoes are due to the extended time required for
perturbations to travel between the unstable light ring and the reflective barrier. Thus, they can lead to backreaction
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only in the case of a sustained continuous flux of perturbations, allowing for a, possibly destabilizing, accumulation of
energy in the region between the unstable light ring and the reflective barrier. There is no physical reason to expect
a true amplification of perturbations, even at the non-linear level, as it is unclear how the latter could be compatible
in this setting with energy conservation (as no ergoregion is present is such horizonless geometries).

Finally, we emphasize that while the extremely long time delay between echoes and their consequently probable
unobservability (discussed in section III) is a model-dependent feature, the presence of a stable light ring and the
consequent semi-trapping of perturbations is a universal feature of horizonless objects and thus a necessary condition
for the emission of echoes. Therefore, studying the ringdown in a fully non-linear regime would be very useful to
understand if we can truly observe echoes and thus probe the innermost regions of these objects.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we studied the ringdown signal produced by semiclassical stars, which are regular stellar solutions to
the Einstein equations incorporating the expectation value in the Boulware vacuum (the natural vacuum in stellar
spacetimes) of the renormalized stress-energy tensor. A distinctive feature of these stars is that the backreaction of
vacuum polarization effects allows for the existence of regular stars surpassing the Buchdahl limit. Consequently,
they can serve as a novel family of black hole mimickers without requiring new physics beyond GR and quantum field
theory in curved spacetimes.

The exterior of these objects corresponds to a perturbatively-corrected Schwarzschild spacetime, maintaining the
same asymptotically flat behavior at large distances up to some surface r = R. However, in the interior region
r < R, if the star’s compactness surpasses the Buchdahl limit, the spacetime is significantly modified by semiclassical
corrections.

Notably, by varying their compactness CR and their classical surface density ρ0, we can modify the internal region
of these stars without changing the exterior. This means that the position of the outer light ring and the innermost
stable circular orbit remain the same as in the Schwarzschild black hole (up to O

(
M2

P

)
corrections). This allowed us

to investigate the extent to which the ringdown signal is sensitive to the internal structure of black hole mimickers.
Our time-domain analysis shows that the initial part of the signal is identical to that produced by a Schwarzschild

black hole,: information about the object being a black hole mimicker is only carried by the subsequent echoes.
Furthermore, we observed that increasing the compactness of the object generally results in echoes being further
separated and individually resolved. However, for sufficiently compact objects, the crossing time can decrease with
compactness (see Fig. 3).

The latest part of the echo signal is dominated by the long-living fundamental QNM frequencies, which are highly
sensitive to the features of the interior metric. We varied these features by increasing the compactness of critical
solutions (Figs. 5, 6) and by exploring super-critical solutions with the same CR but different ρ0 (Figs. 9, 10, 11).
From our analysis, we conclude that echoes unmistakably carry information about the internal properties of these
objects, making even more pressing the question of whether such echoes are truly observable.

We have shown that if perturbations can travel through the object’s interior, the time-delay between echoes depends
on both the compactness of the object and its internal structure. It also crucially depends on the ratio between the
ADM mass M and the Planck mass. For super-Buchdahl stars (CR > 8/9), the ratio τph/R increases linearly with
the quotient M/MP, making echoes essentially unobservable for stellar-sized objects. For example, with CR ≈ 0.90,
values of τph of the order of seconds — that might lead to detectable echoes — are possible only for M ≈ 1021MP, or
roughly 10−17 solar masses. For a stellar mass object, the part of the signal that crosses the exterior potential barrier
and travels towards the object’s interior would, in practice, be frozen forever.

Nonetheless, possible mechanisms for observable echoes from such semiclassical stars could include partial reflections
at their surface [79, 80] or ringdown signals from extremely light primordial objects [81, 82] or morsels formed during
binary mergers [83]. Also, it might be possible to find other observables sensitive to the internal structure of these
semiclassical stars, for example in the inspiral-merger part of the signals. We hope that these issues will be investigated
in future work.

It is important to stress that the extremely delayed echo signals here found, could be just a feature of this par-
ticular model, where semiclassical effects break the scale invariance of the classical uniform-density solution. Within
the same semiclassical framework, other models can be constructed starting from different classical stress-energy
sources. E.g. the approximations used for the RSET can be applied to fluids with barotropic equations of state [36].
Investigating whether echoes are extremely delayed and thus unobservable in these other models would be a desirable
investigation to carry on in the future.

Another aspect, not considered in this study, is the effect of matter on the signal, as we analyzed test-field perturba-
tions. In the axial sector, classical matter perturbations vanish, but the RSET is non-zero (albeit small) even outside
the star’s surface, potentially affecting the initial part of the ringdown signal through interactions with quantum
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matter. Trust in the results obtained with test field perturbations follows from such effects being of O
(
M2

P

)
, but a

direct check would be valuable.

Finally, despite these various possible future lines of investigation, we want to emphasize a key takeaway from our
study of this specific class of semiclassical ultra-compact stars: i.e. that they provide us with the general lesson that
the core of these exotic objects does matter and that once propagation inside the star core is considered, short-delayed
(and potentially observable) echoes are no longer guaranteed. We can see this conclusions “as a curse and a blessing”:
on the downside, it is evident that testing these objects via echoes will require in the future an in-depth analysis based
on the specific exotic star model. On the upside, if such analysis will yield promising results for phenomenology, it
will open the door to finally testing quantum gravity effects — hidden in the core of such objects — by observing
gravitational waves. Only time will tell.
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